1. Please should not be installed in the place of may touch the human, vehicle and so on. Specially please do not install the place which may touch the child hand.

2. Please should not be used it nearby the flammable and explosive substance such as the coal gas, the gasoline, thinner and so on.

3. Please should not be set up it in the place of the incline, non-level.

4. When shady place installment, charge is treating the perpendicular incidence sunlight southing, please depend on the chart laying aside to carry on the charge.
   • When shady place installment, charge is treating the perpendicular incidence sunlight southing, please depend on the chart laying aside to carry on the charge.
   • It would not charge fully if the solar panel was polluted.

5. Please shall not see the light open in short distance long time.

6. Please do not install it in the place of nearby the appliance may send out the electric wave.

7. In order to prevent falls and reverses, please set at positions for this product with the screw. In addition, please should not be used it in dangerous places.

8. This product sends out the attention and the warning that is only restricted in to the human or the vehicle of invasion in the region of can be detected. Which is not a security product, please know it.

9. Please do not install it as follow place:
   • cars headlight which perpendicular incidence place
   • Warm winds place such as air-condition external air
   • Possibly have other intense temperature change and the vibration place
   • It is cannot use unable radiates things which is the glass, the wall, the gate and so on.

10. Please do not repair voluntarily when it is breakdown, please entrust the sales shop or headquarters where buy this product.
Parts Name of complete sets of products

![Diagram of the product with parts labeled: Handle, Solar Panel, LED, Lampshade, Detection Sensor, Switch Setting, Hanger for Main Body, Handle for Hand-shaking Power Generation, Cover for Battery Case.]

**SPECIFICATION**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bulb</strong></td>
<td><strong>LED * 6pcs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Battery</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type</td>
<td>nickel battery AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity of battery voltage</td>
<td>1.2V 800mAh* 2PCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detection method of sensor</td>
<td>infrared sensing method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detection scope of sensor</td>
<td>approximately 8M * 110 degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switch</td>
<td>three locations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time of lighting</td>
<td>approximately one minute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighting period and times</td>
<td>one day turns on a light 10 times, may use 15 days on a full battery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>approximately 400G(Main body)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>155X125X100MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using the place</td>
<td>indoor and outdoor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ACCESSORIES**

- Screw... 2
- Rubber Cover... 2
- Fixed Hook......1

**Switch Setting**

- Bright and Dark: The goes on when it gets and goes off at daybreak.
- Auto: When it gets dark, it can increase the near people or animal and it can automatically light for one minute.
- Off: The light won’t on whatever it is night or day.
Charging Way

- In order to allow you to quickly grasp and use of this product.

This product can directly charge after receives the sunlight, please use it after you can understand the following contents. To obtain the best performance of the battery, please put this product in the place of the direct sunlight before use it, and need to charge over 12 hours, enable this product to get charge completely. (Saturation charge) Charging at saturation circumstances, it takes 6 hours or so.

If starts to use under the condition which the charge is insufficient, not only causes the light time become shortening, moreover also causes the battery performance become deterioration.

After start use this product, please charge it 1 day in cloudless day regularly, which is usual charge. In switch off condition, charging it for 6 hours as standard. Whatever is saturation charge or usual charge, the solar energy panel both need to obtain direct sunlight.

Cloudy day or season time difference or shady place is the light insufficient, which is unable to obtain the full charge.

This product can use in the room and the outside. But according to laying position, because the shady place is unable to obtain the sufficient straight sunlight illumination, please carry on charge it regularly. (usual charge). Especially uses this product in the room, if it unable to obtain charging. Please charge it under the place of perpendicular incidence sunlight regularly.

- The standard of lighting time
  Under the usual charge condition, it may use 7 days if it lights on ten times 1 day; or if it lights on long bright, it can uses for two hours probably.
  ※ The lighting time has a little change because of the temperature; the exploitation conditions and so on.
  ※ If felt the lamp’s brightness changes dark, please to charge it sufficiently.

The saturation charge refers to charge it fully before start to use this product.

The usual charge refers to charge it regularly in the normal use.

Using sunlight to charge (usual charge)

※ When the northern apartment does not have the perpendicular incidence sunlight illumination, please charge this product 1 week one time (for 6 hours).

![Image](https://example.com/image1)

Usually, the light hangs on the wall regardless of the daytime or evening.

Turn off the switch after takes down it.

and then charge it in the place of the perpendicular incidence sunlight.

⚠ Charging need to attention

- Please put this product to charge in the place of south the direction of has the perpendicular incidence sunlight. Because the design angle is reasonable, put it to charge on the horizontal plane.

- Please put it to charge in place of none of trees and buildings and interruption sunlight.

- If the solar energy panel is too dirty, it will unable to achieve the ideal charge efficiency.

- Please place the switch in the OFF position when you charge it. If you charge it completely, you can switch to AUTO.

Supplementary charging

This product with function of hand-shaking supplementary charging, it is able to light 10 minutes if hand-shaking charge it for 2 to 3 minutes.

![Image](https://example.com/image2)

Turning on the handle for hand-shaking power generation upwardly

Revolution direction is turning right, the best suitable speed is one second revolves one circle. It is not help to make fast revolving to increase it charging ability, moreover maybe to cause it breakdown.
Installation Methods

1. First, you can fix the metal hook on the wall.
   - When you fix it into wood, aluminum, thin iron-board, please use screw only.
   - When you fix it into cement, please use rubber lining of plastic product.

   ![Diagram of hook installation](image)

   Drill out a 6MM hole in the cement wall; put the rubber lining into the hole, make it joint the wall closely with the hammer and so on; and then, use the screw to fix them.

2. You can fix this product on the metal hook.

   ![Diagram of product installation](image)

   Aim the position between the product's hanger and the metal hook.
   Pull down and hang this product on the metal hook.
   After confirm it is steadily, and let go.

Using method

The using method of the switch

You may cut the switch through the back of the product, may achieve the different using method.

**Shading**
- It can turns on a light automatically after darkness, can automatic off when daybreak.

**USE**
- Need to light in garden at night only.
- It is a portable light that can save the battery automatically when it bright.
- It is the outdoors lamp that uses in go camping and fishing and so on.

**Automatic**
- This product will light 1 minute when it senses human or animal near by at night.

**USE**
- This product is the most suitable for anti-theft purposes at the gate, garage, and stair place.
- It cans automatic light if someone near by inside the room, toilet and so on.

**Off**
- The product can not turn on the light no matter day and night.

*When used it in the room, you can charge it in the place of direct sunlight, or charge it by hand-shaking according with its use frequency. It is need to charge it 2 to 4 minutes each 1 to 3 days.

Charge it in day, anti-theft and lighting at night.

- It can not light in day when the switch in the AUTO.
- It will turn on the light automatically when the sensors sense human or animals at night.

- It can be take in your hand, like a flashlight.